SURELINE Medical Cart - MEDIPLEX 1

This is the basic rolling cart to support devices and equipment used for procedure or monitoring in the healthcare environment.

- VESA Mount for most device and equipment. Allow 35° tilt upwards and 15° tilt downward for ease of viewing the device display.

- Handle for easy maneuver of the cart and rolling cart.

- Height adjustable post allows different viewing height and operation.

- Easy mounting of accessories on the post for your specific needs.

- 5 easy roll 4” twin wheel casters with 4 lockable for easy maneuver.

Spec Sheets

Accessories
1. Printer Tray
2. Charger Mount
3. Mount Clamp
4. Cable Cleat
5. Storage Basket
6. Lockable Storage Basket
7. Wire Basket
8. Storage Bin
9. Oxygen Tank Holder
10. Dual Oxygen Tank Holder

ABOUT INTERPLEX
Interplex is a leading multinational technological manufacturer and award-winning custom applications specialist. Our product lines ranges from Metals & Plastics components, Catheters & Devices, Durables, Carts, Chassis and Interconnects. For more information on our product solutions or service, please visit our website at: www.interplex.com